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“The comments we’ve had from people coming onsite from other plants 

across the globe have been brilliant.” 

John Cartney at TRW Systems loves the impression that InVentry gives to 

TRW’s visitors, but it’s not just visitors that are impressed by the system, 

others across the global business love it too: 

“We’ve had a lot of compliments from other branches across the globe - 

they’ve never seen anything like it before”. 

TRW Systems had outgrown their old-fashioned reception area which left 

them turning to solutions that would increase their efficiency. They had 

a constantly manned reception before taking the decision to go down a 

more virtual route.

“We wanted to go virtual with our reception and obviously InVentry played 

a big part in that for visitors signing in. It’s modern, it’s better technology, 

you get away from the old-school reception style. If you want to go the 

virtual route then InVentry is the perfect solution.” 

There were several aspects of the InVentry system that helped TRW go 

virtual:
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“Visitors sign in and the system prints a badge, it’s just so easy. When 

people sign in, staff receive a text or email notification to say that 

their visitor is waiting for them in reception. The system also takes an 

image of the visitor when they sign in and that comes through with the 

notification, so we can actually see who’s in reception!”  

TRW have also used InVentry with their staff to complement their 

existing health and safety procedures:

“You get a data trail on who has signed in which is time and date stamped. 

We can clearly see who is onsite at any time, which is useful in the case of 

an emergency and we have to do a fire roll call.” 

“We’ve also added our health and safety policy to the system so when a 

visitor comes to sign in they’ve got to read through the policy and agree 

to the terms – it’s a pretty slick experience all round.” 

To find out more about InVentry and what we can do for your business, call 
us on 0113 322 9253.
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0113 322 9253   |  info@inventry.co.uk

Head Office: Unit 22 & 23 Howley Business Village, Morley, Leeds, LS27 0BZ

visitormanagementsolution.com


